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IN BRIEF

Make, Modify, Move: Multilayered Regulation of ONAC054 during ABA-Induced Leaf Senescence

The word “senescence” originates from the Latin word senescre, to grow old. However, the process of leaf senescence is not simply the passive death of the leaf but instead represents an active and highly regulated process of nutrient remobilization from older leaves into developing parts of the plant to support further growth and reproduction. In crop plants an efficient senescence program is essential to maximize the carbohydrate and nutrient content of the seed, which ultimately impacts upon grain yield and quality. Postharvest senescence of fruit and vegetables is also a significant economic issue, negatively affecting shelf-life and nutritional value. Aside from being a developmental process, senescence can also be induced prematurely as an adaptive response to environmental stress conditions.

Several transcription factor (TF) families have been implicated in the regulation of leaf senescence, including the bZIPs, NF-Ys, WRKYs, and NACs (Breeze et al., 2011). Many of these TFs are also known to be involved in phytohormone signaling pathways supporting the existence of a complex regulatory network underpinning leaf senescence. Here, Sakuraba et al. (2020) describe the mechanism of action of one such senescence-induced NAC TF in rice (Oryza sativa), ONAC054, which promotes ABA-induced leaf senescence.

ONAC054 belongs to a subclass of NACs that are membrane-bound, frequently to the endoplasmic reticulum, by virtue of possessing a C-terminal transmembrane domain (TMD). Upon signal perception the TMD is proteolytically cleaved to release the active form of the TF that relocates to the nucleus (Kim et al., 2006). Sakuraba et al. (2020) demonstrated that ONAC054 (ONAC054a), is indeed dual-localized to the ER or nucleus depending on the presence or absence of a specific TMD. Moreover, they identified an alternative splice variant, ONAC054b, in which a premature stop codon effectively eliminates the TMD resulting in the truncated protein being solely observed in the nucleus.

Loss-of-function onac054 mutants exhibited a functional stay-green phenotype. However, while the concomitant increases in photosynthetic capacity can be associated with higher crop yield, in this case the mutants were observed to have a reduced fertility, which negated any such benefits. Microarray analysis of senescent leaves of the onac054 mutant in rice (Oryza sativa), ONAC054, which promotes ABA-induced leaf senescence.

Putative Model of ONAC054-Mediated Leaf Senescence upon ABA Perception.

In the absence of ABA, levels of the two ONAC054 splice variants, ONAC054a (blue ovals) and ONAC054b (red ovals), are low, with the former localizing exclusively in the endoplasmic reticulum and the latter in the nucleus. Upon ABA signal perception, levels of ONAC054b rise initially, followed later by ONAC054a, which is subsequently cleaved from its native membrane and translocated to the nucleus. This nuclear pool of ONAC054 then directly activates ABI5 and NYC1. (Adapted from Sakuraba et al. [2020], Figure 10.)

Finally, the authors attempted to elucidate the precise regulatory roles of the two alternative splice variants in ABA-induced senescence. While the transcript levels of both ONAC054a and ONAC054b increased upon ABA treatment, ONAC054a was upregulated more rapidly and to a greater extent, potentially through post-transcriptional regulation of the 3’ untranslated region. Because ONAC054b does not require posttranslational cleavage for activation, this suggests that this splice variant may be involved in early transcriptional responses to increases in ABA concentrations, with ONAC054a transcription, processing, and nuclear import occurring later after more prolonged stimulation (see figure).

In summary, the membrane-bound TF ONAC054 is a key activator of ABA-induced leaf senescence, the activity of which is precisely controlled at the transcriptional, posttranscriptional, and posttranslational
levels. Such multilayer regulation offers multiple points of entry for potential manipulation, with the ultimate aim to develop an improved stay-green line offering higher grain yields. One possible strategy could be to “lock” the TF on its native membrane and thus prevent its nuclear relocalization, a tactic employed by pathogen virulence proteins (McLellan et al., 2013).
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